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The field of predator eavesdropping concentrates on the detection by a predator or
parasite of signals that prey direct at conspecifics, and the subsequent evolution by
prey to avoid or lessen such detection. Here, we first point out that signaling prey
species are often found in mixed-species moving groups or stationary aggregations,
and ask the question of how simultaneous signaling, by members of one species or
more, might affect predator eavesdropping behavior and the composition of the groups
themselves. The detection risk of prey species will be affected by the other species they
associate with, and prey should generally avoid joining a group with more detectable
species. Yet prey may select to join other species that are preferred by predators, diluting
their own risk of attack, as long as that does not lead to substantially greater detection
and thereby increased predation. We next review the evidence that prey grouping and
collective responses when attacked can confuse predators, leading to lower capture
rates. Evidence for this confusion effect mostly involves visually orienting predators. We
then ask if a similar phenomenon could occur when animals in a group simultaneously
produce acoustic signals and find relevant evidence for predator confusion under such
situations in the literature associated with the “cocktail party effect.” As confusion is
heightened by similarities among mixed-species group members, this provides a force
at ecological or evolutionary timescales to make species that associate in groups, and
their signals, more similar to each other. However, heterogeneous mixed-species groups
may be favored if species are differentially preferred as prey. We suggest experiments
to examine whether the success rates of acoustically orienting predators depend on
the group size of their mixed-species prey. More observations on the relative positions
of conspecifics and heterospecifics in space, and the temporal association of their
signals, will also increase our understanding of the relationship between mixed-species
grouping and predator eavesdropping.
Keywords: animal sociality, cocktail party problem, communication networks, confusion effect, group living,
mixed-species animal groups, mixed-species choruses, predator eavesdropping
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INTRODUCTION
The field of predator eavesdropping investigates the signaling
behavior of prey animals in relation to their predator(s), with
an emphasis on the co-evolutionary arms race between these
two kinds of actors (Zuk and Kolluru, 1998). Studies to date
have typically focused on isolated predator-prey pairs, and more
rarely on situations with more than one predator or parasite,
such as túngara frogs (Engystomops pustulosus) preyed upon
by bats and also attacked by midges (Page et al., 2013). Yet,
interactions between predators and prey occur in complex prey
communities, in which several prey species are often signaling
at the same time and may be grouped together in space. In
the túngara frog case, for example, the frogs listen to the calls
and silence of other frog species in their vicinity (Phelps et al.,
2007). At the same time, other frogs are affected by them—when
hourglass frogs (Dendropsophus ebraccatus) call close to túngara
frogs, the hourglass frogs attract more midges (Trillo et al.,
2016). Prey species are also tied together because eavesdropping
predators are often capable of preying on a wide variety of
species (Page et al., 2013). This leads to the question of how
considering the wider social environment surrounding prey, i.e.
the communication network (McGregor and Peake, 2000), might
affect our understanding of predator eavesdropping.
Our aim in this article is to explore how the presence
of multiple, potentially interacting prey species might affect
predator eavesdropping, and conversely how the sensory and
cognitive behavior of predators may shape mixed-species groups
and aggregations of prey. In the first section, we review common
situations in which mixed-species signaling takes place. In
the second section, we concentrate on how grouping affects
predation. We focus particularly on the “confusion effect,” in
which the presence of a large number of prey reduces the ability of
the predator to capture a single prey individual (Neill and Cullen,
1974; Krakauer, 1995). The confusion effect has primarily been
studied for visually orienting predators (Jeschke and Tollrian,
2007) and not usually in relation to prey signaling. In the third
section, therefore, we ask whether the confusion effect might
also apply to situations in which multiple species use acoustic
signals, a situation referred to as the “cocktail party effect” (Bee
and Micheyl, 2008). Overall, our aim is to show how various
aspects of grouping can affect and potentially reduce predator
eavesdropping, analogous to the way in which prey species
develop “private channels” with conspecifics that avoid such
detection (Cummings et al., 2003; Nakano et al., 2008). Further,
we hope to encourage more studies of predator eavesdropping in
mixed-species groups and aggregations.
SIGNALING IN MIXED-SPECIES GROUPS
AND AGGREGATIONS
Animals often signal when in mixed-species groups of different
types and at a variety of scales. Here we will distinguish between
moving mixed-species groups, whose existence is entirely due
to attraction between species, and stationary mixed-species
aggregations, which form in a resource patch or enemy-free space
(Powell, 1985; Goodale et al., 2017; Boulay et al., 2019), although
interspecific attraction might also play a role (e.g., Ward and
Zahavi, 1973; Gu et al., 2017). Aggregations and moving groups
also differ in their prevalence across taxa: aggregations, although
found in all taxa, are especially common in invertebrates, reptiles,
and amphibians, whereas moving groups are predominantly
found in fish, mammals, and birds (Goodale et al., 2017; Boulay
et al., 2019). Finally, there is a difference in the spacing of
individuals between these two kinds of groups. Individuals in
moving groups are typically close to each other as they move in
the same direction, but aggregations can range greatly in their
scale, from groups of carrion insects clustered together on a
decaying corpse (Boulay et al., 2019) to groups of seabirds spread
over hundreds of square kilometers of ocean (Hunt et al., 1988).
Despite these differences, the benefits of mixed-species groups
and aggregations can be quite similar, although the relative
proximity of individuals is critical, and benefits will decline as
proximity decreases. Benefits of grouping together frequently
include increased foraging success and, more rarely, increased
resistance to harsh environmental conditions or increased access
to conspecific mating partners (Goodale et al., 2017; Boulay et al.,
2019). Due to our focus on predator eavesdropping, however,
we will primarily focus on benefits related to predation. These
include the following: (1) encounter-dilution, a decrease in the
probability of being attacked in larger groups; (2) vigilance, the
increased detection of predators in larger and/or more diverse
groups; (3) confusion, a disruption of the predator’s ability to
capture prey when many prey flee at the same time (see section
Grouping and the Confusion Effect for a detailed discussion
of this effect and its interaction with oddity); and (4) defense,
the ability for a group of individuals to physically stand up to
predators (Beauchamp, 2014; Goodale et al., 2017). These benefits
are similar to those that can be found in single-species groups.
However, mixed-species groups may be preferred to single-
species groups in some situations. For example, competition
could be lower, intraspecific social forces (e.g., aggression) could
be diminished in mixed-species groups, or a heterospecific
could bring a special quality that a conspecific does not have
(e.g., it is particularly vigilant or good at finding resources;
Sridhar and Guttal, 2018).
How do mixed-species moving groups and stationary
aggregations relate to predator eavesdropping? Most studies on
this topic focus on sexual signals, which are fundamental to
animal fitness, and thus are strongly selected to persist even
in the face of predation. Sexual advertisement is not usually a
key feature of moving mixed-species groups, perhaps because
of the risk of hybridization (e.g., Herzing and Elliser, 2013).
However, moving groups tend to be constantly noisy, and hence
conspicuous to predators, because of the need for groupmembers
to keep in contact as they move (Goodale and Beauchamp, 2010;
Pagani-Núñez et al., 2018). Group members are also constantly
exchanging information, including about predation via alarm
calls (Goodale et al., 2010; Magrath et al., 2015). For this reason,
we will return to discussing moving groups in sections Grouping
and the Confusion Effect and The Cocktail Party Effect: Is
There an Auditory Analog of the Confusion Effect?, where we
investigate whether predators can be confused when facing large
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groups and, possibly, by multiple individuals simultaneously
signaling within them.
In mixed-species aggregations, in contrast, sexual
advertisement is common. In a few cases, mixed-species
leks have been described (e.g., Gibson et al., 2002, in birds; and
Srygley and Penz, 1999, in butterflies), whose main function
appears to be sexual attraction. More frequently, different species
at resource-based aggregations sexually advertise at the same
time, forming what is known as a “mixed-species chorus” (Phelps
et al., 2007; Nityananda and Bee, 2011). Indeed, the term “mixed-
species chorus” can be used to describe simultaneous signaling of
many animals in any habitat patch, such as crickets in a grassland
(Schmidt et al., 2013) or birds in a forest singing at dawn (Luther,
2009). Because the audience for a sexual signal includes only
conspecifics, heterospecific signals are simply considered noise
and interference in such contexts. Hence, studies on these
phenomena often focus on how species avoid overlapping (and
hence competition) in time or acoustic characteristics (Cody
and Brown, 1969; Hödl, 1977; Chek et al., 2003; Schmidt et al.,
2013), although some recent work has shown that the expected
partitioning may not always occur (Tobias et al., 2014).
Yet it is important to remember that despite some interference
costs, animals may also gain from grouping with heterospecifics
if they are sufficiently close to each other to accrue dilution,
vigilance, confusion, or defensive benefits. For example, Rana
frog species can aggregate together (at a scale of usually more
than 1 but <10 meters apart; Given, 1990). Although this is
not a tight group, individuals might benefit from dilution if
predators search over wide areas (tens of meters or greater). For
example, frogs could monitor each other’s vocalizations to assess
predation risk (Phelps et al., 2007) and perhaps benefit from
some acoustic confusion of the predator (see section The Cocktail
Party Effect: Is There an Auditory Analog of the Confusion
Effect?). It is indeed possible that some aggregating animals may
prefer to be closest to heterospecifics. Conspecifics may tend
to be widely dispersed due to the requirements of territoriality,
whereas heterospecifics could be closer without creating mating
competition. However, a potential cost of having heterospecifics
as the closest neighbors could be a risk of hybridization, at least
in cases where the neighbor is from a closely related species
with incomplete reproductive barriers. For these reasons, future
work should give more attention to the relative distances between
signaling and non-signaling animals of the same and different
species (Table 1, point 1).
The benefits and costs of grouping need not be symmetric
between two or more interacting species. As mentioned above,
Trillo et al. (2016) recently studied the hourglass frog, which
calls in mixed-species choruses with túngara frogs. They found
that hourglass frogs closely associated with calling túngara frogs
were approached by more parasitic midges. In contrast, the
association affected neither the detection of frogs by predatory
bats, nor the approach by midges to túngara frogs. One possible
explanation for this result is that midges are especially good at
detecting túngara frog calls (Bernal et al., 2006). The presence
of a highly detectable species could thus increase detection risk
for the whole aggregation, and future work should test for such
“collateral damage” (sensu Trillo et al., 2016) in other systems. A
related hypothesis, which also invites future investigations, is that
less detectable species should avoid grouping with more easily
detected ones (Table 1, point 2).
Another kind of asymmetry between prey species occurs if
one species is preferred by predators because it is easier to
attack and consume or because it provides more nutritional
reward. Other prey species might prefer to associate with it,
because once a predator finds the group, it will attack its
preferred prey first, thus lowering the risk for other members
(although prey species should not join such a group if the lowered
risk of attack is outweighed by a greater risk of detection).
Indeed, some species in mixed-species moving groups have been
shown to prefer to associate with vulnerable prey species (in
ungulates: Fitzgibbon, 1990; in fish: Mathis and Chivers, 2003).
Again, evidence for such a “shadow of safety” (sensu Trillo
et al., 2016) effect should be looked for in different systems
and in both mixed-species moving groups and aggregations
(Table 1, point 3). Paula A. Trillo and colleagues are currently
developing a mathematical model describing how predators
attack mixed-species groups, which incorporates this kind of
asymmetry between prey species (i.e in predators’ preferences),
as well as asymmetries in detectability, discussed above.
A final (admittedly hypothetical) scenario is also possible: a
prey species that is more easily detected or preferred by predators
might try to hide in a group of less preferred prey (Table 1,
point 4). Here, the prey might lower its own risk of predation
by masking its detection or diluting its risk of attack, as long
as it remains sufficiently rare in the group to avoid attracting
additional predators. This behavior would work best if the prey
species looked similar to the other group members. Otherwise, it
could not hide well and might be preferentially targeted by the
predator due to an “oddity effect” (see section Grouping and the
Confusion Effect).
We also want to emphasize that in all the various scenarios
discussed above, the question of whether the group persists (i.e.,
whether the other species move away) may be influenced by
traits of the species other than their detectability or attraction
to predators. For example, a species’ mobility will determine if
it can move away from other species without being followed, and
its relative dominance (often correlated with size) will determine
whether it can put an end to groups that are not beneficial to it,
or stay in groups that are not beneficial to other group members.
The idea of escaping from a group is similar to the phenomenon
in which some host fish can “punish” cheating cleaning fish
by simply ending their association with them (Johnstone and
Bshary, 2002). But escape may not always be possible for slow or
subordinate species.
We conclude this section by emphasizing that conspicuous
mixed-species moving groups are easy targets for predators
that eavesdrop on the behavior of their prey. Also, sexual
advertisements will often occur in aggregations of individuals of
both the same and different species. Therefore, the evolutionary
processes that reduce detection by predators will also be
influenced by other species signaling in the same environment.
To understand the relationships between prey species, we need to
know whether they share predators and which species predators
prefer in addition to their relative mobility and dominance.
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TABLE 1 | Fruitful directions for future research on how the social environment of prey species influences predator eavesdropping.
1 Do chorusing taxa (such as frogs and insects) cluster together spatially with heterospecifics so that they (a) get less risk due to grouping, or (b) get less
mating competition?
2 Do prey species avoid aggregating or moving in a group with species that are more detectable than they are, increasing the detection of the group?
3 Do prey species select to aggregate or join a moving group in which there is a prey species that is preferred by predators, diluting their own chance of
being attacked, as long as the presence of the preferred species does not increase their own risk of detection and hence their overall predation risk?
4 Might prey species that are more easily detected or preferred by predators join aggregations or groups of other species, hiding from their predators, as
long as they remain a minority in the group?
5 Does acoustic signaling from multiple individuals cause confusion in predators? Specifically, is the success of prey capture by predators affected by the
number of signaling individuals and the spacing between them?
6 Are prey species better able to locate nearby conspecifics in a noisy arena than predators are (i.e., do prey species cope with the cocktail party effect
more readily than do predators)?
7 Could there be confusion effects in sensory modalities other than the visual and acoustic ones (e.g., in olfactory signals)?
Further, it would seem important in the future to gather more
data on not only the synchrony of species’ signaling in mixed-
species choruses (e.g., Tobias et al., 2014) but also on the spatial
positioning of individuals of the same and different species.
We hypothesize that (a) prey should avoid grouping with more
detectable species; (b) they should prefer grouping with species
that are more preferred by predators, as long as the presence of
such species does not increase their own detection; and (c) the
more detectable or preferred species might try to hide in a group
of less vulnerable species.
GROUPING AND THE CONFUSION EFFECT
Having discussed the different situations in which heterospecifics
may be signaling together, we now turn to how grouping itself
can affect predator eavesdropping. Specifically, in this section
we will look at the so-called “confusion effect” experienced by a
predator that needs to select one individual to attack from a large
group of prey, a process we will refer to as “prey targeting.” In
many ways, predator eavesdropping and prey targeting are quite
distinct processes. The simplest kind of predator eavesdropping
involves an isolated predator-prey dyad, with the predator, far
away from the prey, using the prey’s signaling to detect and
then approach it (Figure 1A). In contrast, we will define prey
targeting as occurring after the predator has detected a group of
prey and is now close to it; here the escaping prey are usually not
signaling (Figure 1B).
Yet despite the apparently strong distinction between predator
eavesdropping and prey targeting, in some situations they can
blend together. First, as argued in the last section, the prey
may not be isolated and the eavesdropping predator may detect
from afar some or all of the group members and subsequently
approach (Figure 1C). In this situation, all group members may
be signaling, or only some, and the signaling of one group
member may lead the predator to discover other group members
that it would have otherwise been less able to detect, as studied by
Trillo et al. (2016) and discussed in the last section. We could call
this situation “predator eavesdropping on a group.” Second, there
may be situations in which the predator has approached close
to or within a group in which multiple individuals are signaling
(Figure 1D). While the predator’s proximity to the group as
a whole might be reminiscent of prey targeting, the distances
between group members may be large, so that the predator is
still far from any one individual, as in predator eavesdropping.
This might occur, for example, when a parasitic fly is inside a
field with many calling crickets (Zuk et al., 2006), or when a
hawk that has approached a bird group hears many alarm calls
from different individuals around it (Perrins, 1968). We refer to
this situation as “prey targeting within a signaling group,” and
there is the potential for the predator’s attack behavior to be
influenced by the signals. We will return to this idea in section
The Cocktail Party Effect: Is There an Auditory Analog of the
Confusion Effect?, where we ask whether the predator could be
confused by multiple signals after first discussing the confusion
effect in more simple situations.
The idea that predators might be confused by the rapid
motion of their prey was discussed long ago (Grinnell, 1903;
Miller, 1922), and a small literature has developed to address the
issue experimentally (Milinski, 1977; Jeschke and Tollrian, 2007).
Jeschke and Tollrian (2007) summarized 25 studies, with 16 of
these positively demonstrating a confusion effect. All but three
of these studies focused on visually orienting predators, with
the few exceptions involving tactile orientation. These studies
demonstrate that the magnitude of the confusion effect can be
large. In a laboratory study on fish, for example, Landeau and
Terborgh (1986) found that predators caught 100% of prey when
the prey were solitary, but only 13%when the prey were in groups
of 5. Other laboratory studies on fish have shown that this effect
is a result of the predator being less able to target an individual
prey item (Ioannou et al., 2008). Another set of studies have used
neural network modeling and an experimental setup in which
humans try to capture moving objects on a computer screen.
Again, capture rate decreases as the number of potential targets
increases. This effect can occur when prey move independently
of each other (Ruxton et al., 2007), but may be even more
prominent when prey coordinate their movement following an
attack (Ioannou et al., 2012). Finally, recent work has focused on
how the confusion effect can be enhanced by striping patterns on
the prey (e.g., Hogan et al., 2016).
An important pattern found repeatedly in empirical and
theoretical evaluations of the confusion effect is that it is lessened
by differences among the group members. In other words, there
is an “oddity effect” in which individuals that look different from
the majority of the group are captured at a higher rate. This result
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FIGURE 1 | How the simplest cases of predator eavesdropping (A) differ from prey targeting (B) is clear. In predator eavesdropping, a distant predator detects a
signaling prey, and subsequently approaches, whereas in prey targeting, the predator has already detected a tight group of prey, is close to it, and now selects one
individual to attack. However, other situations may be more of a blend of both processes. In (C), predator eavesdropping on a group, a distant predator approaches a
group as a whole after detecting the signaling of some of its members. Hence, the signaling of some group members influences the predation risk of others; see
section Signaling in Mixed-Species Groups and Aggregations for a discussion of this situation. In (D), prey targeting in a signaling group, the predator is close to or
inside a group in which multiple individuals are signaling. In the widely dispersed group shown in this panel, the predator must travel a long distance to attack one
prey, close to the distances traveled in predator eavesdropping. In section The Cocktail Party Effect: Is There an Auditory Analog of the Confusion Effect?, we ask if a
situation such as (D) might result in a confusion effect, as occurs in the simpler case of prey targeting.
has been shown particularly in fish. In the experiment of Landeau
and Terborgh (1986), an odd fish (one individual dyed blue out
of eight normally silvered fish in total) was more often captured
than when prey types were evenly distributed (four blue fish, four
natural fish). Theodorakis (1989) showed similar results for body
size; fish of a size class that constitutes a minority of the group
were targeted more often. This phenomenon probably explains
why fish with odd phenotypes leave schools when predation
pressure increases (Wolf, 1985) and why rare fish appear to be
capturedmore often in coral reefs (Almany et al., 2007). The same
effect has been shown in experiments with humans analyzed
through neural networks: the confusion effect is less pronounced
in heterogeneous groups (Tosh et al., 2006; Ruxton et al., 2007).
The oddity effect may explain why different species in
mixed-species groups often have similar phenotypes. Moynihan
(1968) was among the first to notice similarities among the
participants in avian mixed-species groups and argued that
species might become morphologically and behaviorally similar
to facilitate intra-group communication. Barnard (1979) viewed
this idea as a group-selectionist argument and suggested that
similarities were caused instead by the oddity effect. Lost in the
ensuing discussion was the question of whether there really are
similarities within mixed-species groups beyond what we would
expect from shared ancestry or shared habitat. Beauchamp and
Goodale (2011) reviewed cases of putative plumage mimicry
in avian groups and found support for the idea: in 14/22
cases, two species in mixed-species groups were ranked by
human observers as more alike than other species that are
either closely related or live in similar habitats. Meta-analyses of
mixed-species avian groups have also found that birds of similar
sizes tend to associate together (Sridhar et al., 2012; Mammides
et al., 2018), and similar patterns have been shown in the fish
literature: fish groups are often strongly size-assorted (Krause
et al., 1996), and schooling among fish with similar appearances
has also been described (Pereira et al., 2011). In many cases
such resemblances may be examples of ecological assortment,
although some of the most striking examples suggest mimicry
(Beauchamp and Goodale, 2011).
The oddity effect may be complicated by interactions with
conspicuousness and size. Tosh et al. (2007) found through
neural network analyses that cryptic prey were actually safer
when rare in groups mostly composed of conspicuous prey.
Rodgers et al. (2013) supported this result in lab studies with
Daphnia. Later, Rodgers et al. (2015) found that larger Daphnia
were always preferentially attacked, even when constituting the
majority of a group, perhaps because they were more obvious
and profitable. Here again asymmetries between species come
into play. If one species is less preferred than another it may be
selected to remain distinguishable from those more preferred.
To summarize this section, one benefit of grouping is
that a large number of fleeing individuals can distract the
predator from targeting a single prey. The confusion effect is
lessened in groups that are more heterogeneous. Species that
look alike may be selected to associate together, and there
may be a force over evolutionary time toward phenotypic
convergence. However, some heterogeneity in mixed-species
groups can occur when a species joins others more preferred by
shared predators.
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THE COCKTAIL PARTY EFFECT: IS THERE
AN AUDITORY ANALOG OF THE
CONFUSION EFFECT?
In drawing a comparison between predator eavesdropping and
prey targeting, as we did in section Grouping and the Confusion
Effect on the confusion effect, one large difference still remains:
predator eavesdropping implies that prey signaling increases
predator detection, but prey targeting need not involve prey
signaling at all. One can then ask whether there is any evidence
that synchronous signaling bymembers of a group or aggregation
(diagrammatized in Figure 1D) produces confusion (Table 1,
point 5). This question leads us from the visual to the auditory
modality, where signaling can more easily be turned on and
off. More specifically, it leads to the phenomenon known as the
cocktail party effect: how can people concentrate on one person’s
speech in a crowded room when everyone is talking at the same
time (Bronkhorst, 2000)?
As the above definition of the cocktail party effect implies,
much of the work in this field has concentrated on humans, and
some reviews emphasize the uniqueness of speech and speech
recognition (Bronkhorst, 2000). However, the universal qualities
of the problem have been emphasized by Bee and Micheyl (2008)
in their article “‘The Cocktail party problem’:What is it? How can
it be solved? And why should animal behaviorists study it.” They
convincingly argued that many animals produce their signals
under noisy conditions, and especially in environments with
many other conspecific and/or heterospecific signalers. Bee and
Micheyl (2008) andHulse (2002) fit the cocktail party effect in the
wider field of auditory scene analysis (Bregman, 1990), wherein
animals take in sounds from a complex auditory environment
and assign them to distinct sources.
The key to coping with the cocktail party effect, or performing
auditory scene analysis, is finding similarities between sounds.
Commonalties between sounds lead to their “integration” and
assignment to one sound source, whereas differences among
sounds lead to “segregation” (Bee and Micheyl, 2008). There are
two components to auditory scene analysis: one is the parsing of
sounds in a temporal sequence (sequential segregation), and the
other is the parsing of sounds made at one time, but at different
frequencies (i.e., perceived to be at different pitch, known as
simultaneous segregation). Sequential segregation, of greater
interest for this article, can be performed by looking at differences
in frequency, in repetitive characteristics of the sound over time,
in common modulation patterns over time, and in differences of
spatial position (Bee andMicheyl, 2008; Farris and Ryan, 2011). A
famous experimental paradigm known as “two-frequency spatial
segregation tests” (see Figure 1 in Itatani and Klump, 2017) has
been used to demonstrate sequential segregation by humans.
If the frequency between two sounds presented from the same
location is not very different, the human listener perceives one
sound source, but if the frequency difference is greater, the
listener perceives two sound sources. Ingenious experiments
with animals have translated this paradigm to other species. For
example, taking advantage of frog’s phonotaxis to a speaker that
broadcasts calls at a species-specific rate, or in a species-specific
order, scientists can demonstrate that the frogs are able to
segregate certain calls separated to a certain degree by frequency
or spatial position, but not others separated by less than this
threshold (Farris and Ryan, 2011; Nityananda and Bee, 2011).
These studies have shown that animals are able to cope with
the cocktail party effect so that they can recognize and localize
conspecific calls with high accuracy and little error. For example,
some chorusing insects such as crickets have highly tuned
frequency selectivity and “neuronal gain control” that provoke
strong responses to conspecific calls (Schmidt and Römer, 2011).
Tree frogs, a model taxon for the cocktail party effect, rely
not only on such “matched frequency filtering” (Bee, 2015) but
show many abilities to sequentially segregate sound based on
spatial positioning (Bee and Riemersma, 2008) and amplitude
modulation patterns (Lee et al., 2017). If prey species can deal
with the cocktail party effect more effectively and quickly than
predators, they could reach their mating targets while predators
remain confused. Given that selection for the localization of a
mate is very strong, it is likely the solution of a prey species
might be better than a predator’s, which usually needs to localize
many different prey species. However, experiments are needed to
further test this idea (Table 1, point 6).
The fact that similarities between signals impede the
segregation of different sound sources makes it seem plausible
that predators can be confused when multiple prey individuals
are signaling simultaneously in a group. However, is there any
evidence for this hypothesis? Echo-locating bats, which must
hear sounds reflected off objects, struggle in cluttered arenas, and
change their echolocation patterns in response, demonstrating
that many sounds from different sources can be distracting (Moss
and Surlykke, 2010). Similarly, a bat that hunts using auditory
cues was shown to switch to echolocation in a noisy habitat,
again indicating that multiple sources of noise can degrade
the sensory pathway for prey detection (Gomes et al., 2016).
Concurrent sources of noise can also interfere with the neuronal
mapping of sound in the acoustically orienting barn owl, Tyto
alba (Keller and Takahashi, 2005). However, more concrete
evidence for a confusion effect due to group signaling is as yet
missing. To test this hypothesis most directly, one should look
at the effectiveness of predator attacks when prey groups contain
different numbers of calling individuals. A confusion effect would
be demonstrated if increased group sizes led to more targeting
and localization errors.
Using the analogy to the confusion effect in the visual
modality, the cocktail party effect might provide a selective force
making the signals of heterospecifics that call together more
similar. For example, researchers reported long ago similarities
between the alarm calls of different bird species in mixed-
species flocks (Marler, 1955; Jurisevic and Sanderson, 1994). This
observation has been attributed to the different prey species
all making signals that predatory hawks find hard to detect
(Klump et al., 1986; Jones and Hill, 2001) and to similarities
between species in their auditory physiology (Henry et al., 2016).
However, it is also possible that alarm calls have been selected
to be similar because similar sounds coming simultaneously
from different places disrupt a predator’s localization abilities
(Grinnell, 1903; Perrins, 1968). Further, calls might sound similar
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at long distances from which they are heard by predators but
still have subtle differences detectable at close range by other
prey (Ruxton, 2009). Note that convergence seems particularly
likely for alarm and contact calls in mixed-species moving groups
since these types of signals should be under weaker divergent
selection than sexual advertisement calls. Also, differences
among prey in the degree to which they are preferred by
predators may have similar effects as those discussed in section
Grouping and the Confusion Effect. That is, in mixed-species
aggregations or moving groups, if a predator prefers a certain
prey species, other species might be selected to differentiate
themselves, even if the overall attack rate on the group thereby
increases due to a weakening of the confusion effect by an
oddity effect.
In summary for this section, investigations of the cocktail
party effect and ways of coping with it imply that predators can
be confused by similar sounds coming from multiple locations.
Hence, the cocktail party effect may cause an auditory confusion
effect. If this is true, then prey may not need to make their calls
less conspicuous. Generally, one way for prey to avoid predator
eavesdropping is to group together and have a more effective
solution to the cocktail party effect than the predator. However,
direct tests of this hypothesis require data on capture rates in
groups of different sizes for acoustically orienting predators. We
note in closing that confusion effects may not be confined to
visual or auditory domains but could also be found in other
modalities (e.g., olfactory confusion?), although the lack of a large
body of literature on how humans and non-human animals parse
different sources of signals in such modalities makes the ideas
more speculative (Table 1, point 7).
CONCLUSIONS
Ultimately, the field of predator eavesdropping aims to
understand how prey can maximize communication with one
another while minimizing detection by predators. In this
contribution, we point out that prey are often associated with
other prey species, and thus that their detection risk may be
affected by how well the predator detects the other species. We
expect prey to avoid grouping with more detectable species.
Other expectations include that prey should select groupings
with species that are more preferred by predators as long as this
does not lead to them being more easily detected, and for more
detectable or preferred prey to attempt to hide in groups that
include larger numbers of other prey. We also discuss how prey
detection can be disrupted when predators get confused, just
as when they do not sense prey, and how this confusion effect
is affected by group size and composition. Because similarity
increases confusion, frequent participants in mixed-species
groups might be selected to be more similar in their phenotypic
attributes and signaling. At the same time, heterogeneity may still
be favored in groups if predators prefer one prey species in the
mix, making it beneficial for the other species to appear different.
Other situations favoring heterogeneous mixed-species groups
could arise if species are vigilant for predators that are dangerous
for companion species although not for themselves (Rasa, 1983;
Ridley et al., 2007), or if one species provides protection for the
other (Quinn and Ueta, 2008).
Given the degree to which animal species participate in
different kinds of groups or aggregations, we hope that
the field of predator eavesdropping will continue to expand
toward fully understanding the social environment in which
signaling takes place. In section The Cocktail Party effect:
Is There an Auditory Analog of the Confusion Effect?, we
argue that it would be worthwhile to manipulate group
size in chorusing animals and determine the success rate of
acoustically orienting predators. But observational data can
also be useful to determine inter-individual distances between
conspecifics, at what scale conspecifics are grouped together,
where heterospecifics are positioned relative to them, how
often different species signal at the same time, the degree to
which they share predators, and their relative dominance and
mobility. We believe exploring this rich set of variables will
uncover further complexity in how predators influence prey
communication systems.
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